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NOTES ON A MEANS  
WITHOUT END 

 

Nisha Ramayya 
 
 

T 
his essay comprises a set of responses noted before, during, and 
after Arika’s Episode 10: A Means Without End at Tramway in 

Glasgow, 20–24 November 2019.  
Founded by Bryony McIntyre and Barry Esson, Arika is a political arts 

organisation that runs a programme of public events (called Episodes), 
amongst their many other local and international activities. On their 
website (www.arika.org.uk), which hosts an archive of past events as well 
as recommended reading lists, Arika asserts their belief that “radical forms 
of resistance can find crucial support in the aesthetic registers of social 
life”. I attended Episode 10, joining the cohort alongside Jay Bernard, 
boychild, Mijke van der Drift, Denise Ferreira da Silva, James Goodwin, 
Stefano Harney, Laura Harris, Nathaniel Mackey, Alexander Moll, Fred 
Moten, Arjuna Neuman, Nat Raha, Wu Tsang, Ueinzz, Jackie Wang and 
Fernando Zalamea. The themes of the Episode included: “Complex ways 
of understanding our complex times. Maths & Poetics. Gesture & Physics. 
Collectivist Struggle & Desire. 5 days of performances, discussions, 
screenings and study sessions about how the art and thought of collectivist 
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desires, the complex flow of contemporary maths and the counterintuitive 
realities of particle physics help us grow the capacity to be one another’s 
means without end.” 

Extending the list of people named above as part of the cohort, some of 
whom attended in person, some of whom did not, are so many more friends 
and collaborators. Too many to list here, several are indicated by their initials 
below. Bryony opened the Episode by describing Arika’s commitment to 
“access intimacy” and by recognising and thanking people in their presence 
and in their absence. Whilst there, we learned that Sean Bonney had died; 
we felt and continue to feel his presence and absence.  

. . .   
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Thursday 21 

Corpus Infinitum; Entangling  
History, Metaphysics, Culture and 
Mathematics; Gravitational Feel;  
In the Sign of Jonah: Around  
Moby Dick 

 
What if, instead of the Ordered World, we imaged each (human and 
more-than-human) existent consisted not as separate forms relating 
through the mediation of forces but rather, as singular expressions 
of each and every other existent as well as of the entangled whole 
in/as which they exist? What if, instead of looking to particle physics 
for models of devising more scientific or critical analysis of the social 
we turned to its most disturbing findings – such as nonlocality (as 
an epistemological principle) and virtuality (as an ontological 
descriptor) – as poetical descriptors, that is, as indicators of the 
impossibility of comprehending existence with the thinking tools that 
cannot but reproduce separability and its aids, namely determinacy 
and sequentiality? I close this essay with a contemplation of what can 
become available to the imagination, what sort of ethical opening 
can be envisioned with the dissolution of the grip of the 
Understanding and the releasing of The World to the imagination.  

– Denise Ferreira da Silva, ‘On Difference 
without Separability’ 

 
Before the end, there is an image. Before the end, there is the impossibility 
of justice, which is the death drive that drives us to try again, afterwards, 
in the snowfall before restart.  
 
D asks: what if we stop at the moment of imagination, and rather than 
move towards understanding we take away from it?  
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A concludes (in a parallel universe, by the sea): not another argument 
that ends in possibility; R appends: fuck imagination.  

 
Before the end, fuck imagination; we’ve got this, some of us know. Do you 
know that Enlightenment philosopher who-do-you-do away with outside; 
each body EXPRESSES, dots connected by everything already happening 
in the universe, each body an old master, already done with painting, 
having peaked. Do what?  
 
I’m tired of being a transcendental subject; cansei de ser sexy like what if 
we just stop. The end is perfection, which is not what we want. We want 
to image sociality via analogical thinking, there’s nothing to see here but 
without space-time, the visual and conceptual insurmountability of the 
parallel notwithstanding.  

 
See you? No, try! Racial capitalism as an effect of space-time conditions, 
“in which separability is the privileged ontological principle”. It’s how we 
be, do not, do not remind me of the way you lot estrange.  

 
D says: when the social reflects The Entangled World…; many people think 
to themselves: telekinetic likes. Like the release of matter from form. (I 
think: Glissant’s Relation! I think: Le Guin’s mindspeech! No, it doesn’t 
work properly if one summons the I-think.) 
 
L asks: how do different understandings of matter relate, and how do they 
interact with the social? L asks: what do you mean by matter, its total 
priority? (I don’t think we mean the same thing.) 

 
Space-time is the limit case of imagination, opposed by the wormhole aliens.  

 
When you say B is not A, you don’t say nothing about B, so why not say 
infinity instead, what else. What’s for you won’t go by you, except this 
bank of snow takes hold. J quotes another poet: “If a bank of snow is an 
obstruction, then what is not a bank of snow?” (Remember a conversation 
about grace.) 
 
I guess I’ve been trying to get away from metaphor (cf. R on incomparable 
poetry: “As surely as there is a ground for a simile or metaphor, there is a 
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sky which illuminates that ground, without which it would be unthinkable”) 
and look at where we’ve ended up; nothing not to see here, please wait before 
you hit restart, they’re still moving beyond the circumscription, vibratory 
before discourse. (Mix a little bit of ah, ah; with a little bit of ah, ah.)  
 
R considers incommensurability as lacking a common ground on which 
to make a comparison, noting that commensuration reduces, rendering 
“some aspects of life invisible or irrelevant”; D considers those common 
descriptors to get closer to the matter of things without reducing them – 
for example, physical dimensions – to release matter from form. 
 
What about anterior formlessness? What about the jelly that isn’t yet ready?  
 
Let’s not end up where we are now. Let’s don’t be here, DO NOT, says Worf. NO.  

. . .   
Friday 22 

Gestural Maths; States of the Body 
Produced by Love; Poetry, Maths, 
Debris; Cottonmouth Liturgy 

The blooming and genesis of mathematical structures, hidden from a 
static, analytic approach, are better seen from a dynamic perspective, 
in light of which a problem, concept or construction is transformed 
by the problem’s partial solutions, the concept’s refined definitions, 
or the construction’s sheaf of saturations and decantations. In that 
eminently living and incessantly evolving field of thought that is 
mathematics, a profound hierarchization is not only indispensable 
to, but is the very engine of creation. Any philosophy of mathematics 
that fails to take stock of the complex, hierarchical richness of 
advanced mathematics will be led to neglect not only such delicate 
‘intermittencies of reason’ (differences in logical contrast), but the even 
subtler ‘intermittencies of the heart’ (differences in mathematical 
creativity).  

– Fernando Zalamea, Synthetic Philosophy of 
Contemporary Mathematics 
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F begins with “expanded reason sensibility” and the notion of reason as 
collective endeavour, logics that come from our hearts. Moving his arms 
from a central point to the ramification of points, B observes that it’s as if 
he’s conjuring flukes. We are doomed to our differences, F expounds on 
the whiteboard with uncommon kindness, so will our hearts decay.  

 
They experiment with the homonymic slippage across ‘math’ and ‘myth’, 
inviting us to translate.  

 
An imperative move beyond the relative; point of view explodes like Indra’s 
guilt into a thousand eyes, no, like a thousand guilty looks into an electrical 
storm, the centrifugal energy of Indra’s spinning vajra creating and 
destroying the universalisation of the absolute in every relative universal.  

 
F says: “like the whale: something we can’t see, deep, profound, which our 
passive eyes can’t see” (cf. Pip’s fall into the sea: “strange shapes of the 
unwarped primal world glided to and fro before his passive eyes; and the 
miser-merman, Wisdom, revealed his hoarded heaps”. Melville writes that 
“the infinite of [Pip’s] soul” drowns, whilst his finite body prevails). “AND”, 
F says: “we are whales, as in the poetry of Fred Moten, we can incarnate 
what we can’t see.”  

 
J plays the harp, reads poetry, and smashes a floor-length mirror: 
“Exhaustion gives way to…” sleepovers. Ah-ahhh-co-babbling. Ah-ahhh-
battered splice. Ah-ahhh-oceanic greasing. “Exhaustion gives way to…” 
apperceptive plops into each other’s psychic wetlands, ahhhhhh! (Cf. T’s 
‘Mudchute’; cf. Ammo Haze.) 

 
Making the gesture for ‘continuous’, F collapses limits with his hands; a 
thousand proofs fall from our historically material eyes.  

. . .   
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Saturday 23 

Mathopoetics; Vorticity in the Eternal 
Hum; Future Ruins: transfeminism, 
austerity, and the archives; Untitled 
Hand Dance 

 
Squeeze! squeeze! squeeze! all the morning long; I squeezed that 
sperm till I myself almost melted into it; I squeezed that sperm till 
a strange sort of insanity came over me; and I found myself 
unwittingly squeezing my co-laborers’ hands in it, mistaking their 
hands for the gentle globules. Such an abounding, affectionate, 
friendly, loving feeling did this avocation beget; that at last I was 
continually squeezing their hands, and looking up into their eyes 
sentimentally; as much as to say, – Oh! my dear fellow beings, why 
should we longer cherish any social acerbities, or know the slightest 
ill-humor or envy! Come; let us squeeze hands all round; nay, let us 
all squeeze ourselves into each other; let us squeeze ourselves 
universally into the very milk and sperm of kindness.  

– Herman Melville, Moby Dick: or,  
the White Whale 

 
When F opens the session by describing his methodology as “states of 
the hands produced by maths”, it all becomes too much. I lost my co-razón 
to a synthesist.  

 
Whilst my brain-heart is blowing up as singularity must, L shows us a 
clip of the Flanders boys singing ‘Bringing in the Sheaves’ and goes on to 
ask F and F a question about the correspondence between sheafification 
and fascistic bundles, setting fire to new materialism as grumpy Marxists 
must. I lost my co-razón to the schisms. Oh! My beautiful friends.   

 
J narrates Alice Coltrane’s divine revelations: sitting next to an open 
window, listening to the wind flow through the harp strings that she hadn’t 
yet dared to touch. Alice learned to play the harp as an act of bereavement, 
favouring the instrument’s capacity for sympathetic resonance, or 
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glissando. J dwells on the opacity of gliding, bringing Glissant back into 
the ensemble where he already is.   

 
An ensouled chorus falls in, singing failure as emergent form: “if we want to 
learn something new, we have to change our bodies”. There’s husbandry in 
the auditorium, everyone falls quiet. The political efficacy of restructuring 
the monological order, of breathing and coughing the body into performance, 
of occupying abandoned buildings in the poetry establishment.  

 
N shares some of S’s work: 

 
meanwhile, back in ‘british poetry’ 
dutiful saline monarchy / like 
voice it, here’s a burnt person 
ringing, puking out its decades 
its phenytoin pit / sorry but  
its not my fucking landscape  
my sweet non-cognitive pal, yeh 
beautiful / o functions, careering 
most things / cars, heads / o ‘you’,  
– cough –  
finance recommends / speaking pills, 
someone’s city in pretty flames 
– cough –  
‘birds’ / ‘nice sanction’ / ‘nice decade’ 

 
When she says: “we’re fucked”, I know the people with whom I want to 
spend the end of the world, and feel grateful for poetry that isn’t too 
embarrassed or exquisite to scream at the abject barricade: “you are so 
much stronger / than you even know.” Everyone in the auditorium coughs 
in solidarity, and several people take the opportunity to open their tinnies.   

 
At the end of ‘Untitled Hand Dance’, B whispers: Zal – a – me – a! A wormhole 
splurges open, connecting me and you across millennia of judicious applause. 
We project entanglement from the simplest nub; we gravitational feel, these 
miniature performances of monkey ropes, these synthetic sheaves, sheave 
speech, do KNOT! Knots irradiate pronouns, old poets leave rejoicing; we 
live in the leaves of Riemann surfaces, in layers futures compose.  
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Sunday 24 

The utterly in common, or bodies of 
colour in the flesh; Multilogics and 
Poetics of Radical Transfeminism; 
Something Said; aspects caught in  
the headspace we’re in; apparitions 

 
                                                                         exactly 
 
what we meant by daylighting each other’s 
exsense of emanation our sociopoetic air of 
 
preservation couldn’t get at if we really had it. 
There’s some air in friends in earth treble clef to 
 
gather how small our things can 
leave us and chime all our mishearings heard 
 
all the same with the endnote runoff through we friends 
caught in a frenzy. Nobody cared knew what 
 
way though, we over there like we never had to 
try it like this, move what we build like this with 
 
no one to claim it, made us do it better misshapen in 
memory, casted and overbright 

– James Goodwin,  
                ‘Composition for Friends’ 

 
J and I ask each other: “What’s air?” “What’s breath?” “What’s preservation, 
decay?” Our plan is to never find out, to ever, to out. Get this, how we 
help each other get lost on stage, brush shirts fondly needless, maintain 
eye contact with every single mum in the room. Get this performance of 
relation, this photoshopped smoosh. How long it takes to know this little, 
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to presuppose the birth of time that isn’t. J asks: “What kind of a thing is 
language if it contains all moments?” and I heart-eyes react to these NOWs 
simultaneously.  

 
Make a mashup of Kano and ABBA that sounds nothing like Aretha 
Franklin’s version of ‘Ain’t Nothing Like the Real Thing’, so play that 
instead.  
 
Say it again, say yeah, say those words I heard you whisper: “Sheaves, 
categories and pragmaticism therefore seem to answer to a complex regime 
of the prefix TRANS, on both the ontological and the epistemological level.” 
A chorus of yes and no ramifies, for right and wrong reasons, but this is a 
song of struggle and freedom, which the mathematician knows. As N says: 
“we’re starting on the ground”; there are graver concerns than floating in 
abstraction. (Cf. L on the impossibility of freedom when limited to the 
terms set by analogical thinking across nature and culture.)  

 
N asks: does mathematical beauty reside in simplicity? (Half of the room 
smiles, supplementing: like poetry! The other half does not smile.) Oh 
yes! Mathematics uses language but cannot be reduced to language. Oh 
no! But poets, dancers, and auteurs can juice that beauty too. N amends: 
is mathematical beauty the condensation of infinity? Was there something 
in the air that night, was the topology bright? Did the birds conclude their 
conference call?  

 
Although not really there in terms of space-time’s terms, E answers 
nonetheless: hmmmmm.  

 
E sings about doors: “running, running, running, running; running, 
running, running, running”. 

 
E answers: the answer is yes and no.  

 
Bringing in the sheaves to watch the murmuration of otherwise invisible 
points, F proves that there is not no solution, holding on and letting go, 
with a squeeze of the hands to humble approach.  

 
Unable to conclude these notes on a means without end, we listen to each 
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other think about the quantum-cosmic dimensions of the undercommons, 
about sticking together through abstract and material, about the 
improvised poetry of live captioning, about letting snowballs land. We 
shiver, share towels; we outer sedimental. 
 
 

Nisha Ramayya grew up in Glasgow and is a poet and lecturer at Queen Mary, 
University of London. Her debut collection is States of the Body Produced by 
Love (Ignota Books, 2019). 


